SuSSUB by Stefano Jun

WHAT ARE YOU DOING WITH THE MEAT?

SuSSUB is replacing them with fresher ones.

I GUESS SuSSUB is finally changing.

WHERE THE HELL DID THE COW COME FROM?

ID & EGO by Lauren Alston

I'm stoked to get funky! Woo!

Can I see some I.D.?

I'm flying!

I'M ALES

GREY CAT by Ross Vincent

Run Run Run

Lick Lick Lick

Run Run Run

I'M FLYING!

DAMMIT.

WHAT THE HECK WAS THAT, A PIT STOP?

PROPER GROWING WAITS FOR NO ONE.

PRESIDENTS IN RESIDENCE by Gateway Staff

SO I SAID TO EMERSON, "I GUESS IT'S MORE HER TIGHTER!"

HAHAHAHAHAHA

HEEY WHAT HAPPENED TO COUNCIL?

ON THESE GUYS! I WISH THEY'D TELL ME WHEN THEY DO THAT.

OH WELL I NOW HAVE A CHANCE TO USE MY FACE TIGHTER!

DUDE, THAT'S A MIRROR.

FOLLOW @EMILIEST by Emilie St. Hilaire

Now you stop those emotions right now! This isn't zoom!

but-

NO!

I AM NOT A LUNGFISH by Jessica Pigeau

Le gateau, c'est moi.